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Research on virtual technology of data
caching and data real-time allocation

in cloud computing
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Abstract. A distributed caching technology based on cloud computing is proposed in order
to enable massive data processing and high concurrent access. On this basis, the LAB equalization
algorithm is used to distribute equally the intermediate data output by the Map output to improve
the load imbalance of the processing data in Reduce end. Through the parallel sampling test
for each block data set, it is found that the distributed caching technology can relieve the server
pressure. The MapReduce model can effectively reduce the running time of the system, which not
only improves the system performance, access speed, reliability and response delay, but also makes
the input data of the Reduce side achieve load balancing.
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1. Introduction

With the development of cloud computing, more and more enterprises will build
their own cloud platform, while more and more applications are supported by the
cloud platform to provide users with cloud services [1]. With the increase in the
number of users accessing the Internet and the large amount of data generated
by sales promotion of certain e-commerce websites at certain times, making the
cloud services popular, at the same time, the needs of the data visits, access speed
and access security rapidly increase. And the distributed processing, distributed
database and cloud storage, virtualization technology of the cloud computing for
provide technical support and basic guarantee for the massive data analysis and
processing [2].

Cloud computing system usually uses MapReduce model to realize the parallel
computing and processing of large-scale data sets. The system uses virtual technol-
ogy to generate virtual resource pool which can be configured and managed indepen-
dently. Virtual resources and computing services are provided for various application
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systems according to actual demand. MapReduce model is a simplified distributed
programming model and efficient task scheduling model, the model allows developers
do not need to perceive the complex parallel computing and task scheduling of the
background, thereby reducing the programming complexity [3]. For the processing
of the large-scale data accessing the database with high real-life solution, it needs to
be based on the guiding research of the distributed cache technology research and
the integration of the related content. The following topics are discussed in this
paper.

2. Literature review

In recent years, caching system technology has caused quite a stir at home and
abroad, such as virtual data caching technology, cooperative data caching technol-
ogy, network shared caching technology and other distributed caching technology.
At present, the main study focus on two main aspects, the first is that the tech-
nical research of cache theory—to improve the cache algorithm and the innovative
application of architecture, and the second is that theory is applied to the actual
environment, that is, the verification process.

Colorado University in the United States proposed a cache structure, known as
hierarchical cache architecture harvest, the main purpose was to greatly increase
the hit rate range, but the response time to the user also increased [4]. A high-
performance distributed architecture was mentioned, it was a Web proxy server
based on a global memory object buffer pool, the buffer pool was established, in
which data can be shared [5]; Duke University in the Crisp project proposed a the-
oretical method based on central map cooperative cache, but at present only in the
theoretical research stage. Sinisa Srbljic et al. [6] used a distributed network caching
technique to avoid the conflict of network congestion and the excessive load of proxy
proxy [7]. The aim was to find out the optimal number of Proxy Server.Distributed
caching technology is applied to distributed spatial database, P2P, SOA and many
other applications [8].

For Google, Amazon, Alibaba and others Internet companies provide hundreds
of millions of users at all times with demand, so in this case, it will bring massive
data storage and processing problems, but also is an important moment that.test
database load balancing ability. Therefore, the demand in this case, just relying
on a few servers is far from being able to meet these data storage and processing
requirements, if only enhancing the server performance can not change the require-
ments of this case. Google and Amazon are the national top technology aggregation,
their solution is to abandon the traditional relational database, and use the storage
with the key/Value form. Because the distributed cache system of key/Value pair
slowly enter People’s attention due to Google’s big data epoch-making announce-
ment, and the corresponding papers published by Dynamo which is launched by
Amazon and Cassandra which is published by FaceBook, the Tair cache system de-
veloped independently by Alibaba plays a decisive role in the domesticIn [9]. These
successful practices of the top Internet giants in the distributed cache system make
the distributed cache system technology become one of the core technology of cloud
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computing.
At present, the distributed cache system products have been quite mature and

complete, the static cache products are more than the dynamic cache products
in quantity, and the technology is relatively mature than the dynamic. Although
the dynamic cache technology obtain some achievements in some ways, but still in
a stage of exploration and development, namely the confused period, the current
products are mainly JCS, OSCache and Memcached, etc. [10]. From the emergence
of distributed cache technology until now, the technology is mature, the products
are constantly updated, in fact, they emerge because a scientific problem cannot
be solved, and Memcached is a key/value caching system which is wildly used and
emerges to solve these problems.

3. Research contents and methods

3.1. Distributed caching technology

Distributed cache has high performance, dynamic scalability, ease of use, high
availability, distributed code execution and other characteristics [11]. And in or-
der to solve the performance problem under large concurrent and avoid high re-
sponse latency, distributed cache abandons the original relational database, and
uses the key/value form of data storage, accompanied by high-speed memory as
storage medium, which can guarantee the high performance, dynamic scalability of
the system. Moreover, the distributed cache uses multiple copies of NRWmechanism
to avoid the cache single point failure, so as to further ensure the data reliability,
and ultimately data consistency on the basis of improving the speed of data access.
Distributed caching system should also implement the data redundancy mechanism,
which ultimately ensure the security of the system [12].

3.2. MapReduce data distribution problems

MapReduce model take a key value pair (keyin, valuein) as input to output
another key value pairs (keyout, valueout), the above operation is achieved by the
user-defined Map function and Reduce function. The existing processing mechanism
first splits the input data of each Map task, the slice data blocks are executed
in parallel on different nodes, and the slice size is specified by the user according
to the actual situation. Therefore, the data size processed by each Map task is
determinate and basically the same [13]. Based on the intermediate results generated
in the calculation, the Map tasks are partitioned by the default Hash allocation
algorithm. The data set under the same key value are assigned to the same Reduce
node to deal with. Since the size of the data set can be determined after the Map
phase is completed. Therefore, the data volume of each Reduce task has dynamic
uncertainties which shows that the intermediate data output by the Map end is
unbalanced, which leads to the imbalance of the data processing load of the Reduce
end [14].
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3.3. Data allocation algorithm

We use the above principle to evaluate the locality of the data, which is the ratio
of the number of keys at the local node to the number of keys distributed at each
node. Locality of the LAB data allocation algorithm is:

LocalityLAB =

∑N
i=1(ki)

j∑K
i=1 c(ki)

, (1)

where (ki)
j is the number of keyi at the njth node and c(ki) is the sum of the

number of keyi at all nodes.
The balance of input data of the Reduce shows that the data size processed

by Reduce end is basically the same. In the MapReduce system, the end of the job
depends on the slowest sub-tasks, so the operating efficiency is limited by the slowest
Reduce tasks. In the LAB algorithm, the difference in the balance of Doverload is
expressed with overload data, the size is the largest input data volume of the Reduce
end minus the average.

Doverload = max(Dataji )−
TotalData

M
, (2)

where Dataji represents the amount of data at the node nj after assigning the keyi,
which is calculated as follows:

Dataji =

 SumN j =
∑N

i=1 c(ki)
j ,

DataNi−1 + (c(ki)− c(ki)
j),

DataNi−1 − c(ki)
j .

(3)

Here SumN j is the sum of all keys at node nj , and when the key is assigned to
a node, the standard deviation of each node is used to evaluate the equalization of
the assignment, expressed as:

Balance− scoreNi =

√∑M
i=1 (DataNi −Mean)

2

M
. (4)

The LAB algorithm assigns keys with different sets of numbers to the nodes
with the smallest standard deviation. The keys are arranged in descending order of
c(ki)

j values. In order to improve the locality of data allocation, the key is assigned
to the node with the largest number of keys. After the completion of a key value
distribution, the new data on each node is calculated, and then is the next key
allocation. the heuristic method is used to assign the data set in turn which is
correspond to the N key values distributed in the M nodes to the desired Reduce
nodes.
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4. Results analysis

4.1. Distributed cache

4.1.1. Overall structure diagram. Considering the function of distributed caches
and the model architecture of distributed memory data, the specific and effective
concordance is achieved by the distributed and coordinated mechanism of Zookeeper,
and a distributed cache architecture is realized. Distributed cache overall structure
is shown in Fig. 1 [15].

Fig. 1. Distributed cache overall architecture diagram

4.1.2. Reliability testing. The distributed cache system environment is tested
for reliability, including data recovery and data integrity testing for each cache node.
The test results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data recovery time table

Add or delete the cache nodes Data recovery time (s)

No-operation About 2.2

Commodity fuzzy query About 3

It can be seen that the distributed cache system can meet the requirements
of application and meet the system performance requirements. The distributed
memory data management has high reliability and high expansibility, and contains
powerful fault tolerance and self-repair function.
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4.2. Data distribution

4.2.1. Working time. In different allocation strategies, the execution time of the
system varies with the inclination of the data set, as shown in Fig. 2. The data set
size is 1G, and depicted is an enlarged view of the LABWC working change curve.

Fig. 2. Running time under different inclination

It can be seen that for different size of data set the running time increases with
increasing tilt and the time difference tends to increase. This is due to the increase
of the inclination. In the NWC mode, it takes more time to wait for the data from
the Reduce side to complete the job. The COWC method needs to merge more data
sets, and the LABWC method needs to balance the more inclined data. At the same
time, the overall operation time of LABWC operation mode is smaller than that of
NWC and COWC, and the change of the time difference of the different inclination
is small, and the time difference shows a decreasing trend.

WordCount experiment was conducted on the data set with 1.5 degree inclination.
The relationship between the running time of the system and the size of the data
set is shown in Fig. 3.

It can be seen that the run-time increases with the increase of data set for data
sets with different data set but different inclination. The run-time gap between
LABWC and NWC and COWC is significantly increased with the increase of pro-
cessing data set. It can be seen from the 2G data set experiment that the LABWC
running time is about half of the NWC running time and about one third less than
the COWC operation. It is shown that the improved LAB algorithm can effectively
improve the efficiency of parallel operations.

4.2.2. Load balancing. The standard deviation is used to evaluate the load bal-
ance. The ordinate Stdev represents the standard deviation. The abscissa is the
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inclination of the data set. The smaller the value of Stdev, the better the load
balance of the processed data. The data set with the size of 1G and the inclina-
tion between 0.1 and 1.5 was used to carry out the WordCount experiment. The
experimental results show that the load balance results are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Running time of data sets of different sizes

Fig. 4. Load balance of reducing end with different inclination

It can be seen from the figure, Stdev’s change trend and execution time trends
are basically consistent, while reflecting that the smaller degree of tilt, the load
balance of the difference smaller. With the increase of the inclination degree, the
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advantage of load balancing of Reduce end under LABWC mode appears. The
results show that the LAB allocation strategy based on the sampling results can
effectively improve the balanced distribution of the intermediate data of the Map
end, and make the Reduce end handle the data size balance. When the inclination
is 1.5, the load balance of different size data set is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. 5 Load balance of different size data set

It can be seen from the figure that the Stdev values of LABWC under different
data sets are smaller than those of other methods. With the increase of data set, the
Stdev values of different operation modes show an increasing trend, but the increase
of NWC and COWC modes is significantly greater than the LABWC operation
mode, therefore, LABWC operation mode has obvious advantages of load balancing.

5. Conclusion

We studied how to use distributed caching technology in cloud computing to solve
the problem in the massive data processing platform to ensure high performance,
high access speed, low latency and high reliability of the system. The deployment
and the overall architecture design of distributed caching system is proposed and
discussed

The LAB algorithm is used to optimize the unbalanced distribution of the inter-
mediate data. The improved LAB algorithm can balance the locality of the data
and input of the Reduce end, which greatly improves the efficiency of parallel oper-
ations. Performance verification is performed on the distributed cache open source
platform through an experimental cluster. The experimental results show that this
method can distribute the load balance data for the Reduce end, and can solve the
performance bottleneck of the unbalanced input data in the Reduce side.
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